In recent years, blockchain technology has evolved quickly and presented benefits in various domains such as finance, healthcare, supply chain, etc. It is believed that Blockchain is able to reconstruct the infrastructure of future computer and network systems, e.g., Industry 4.0 and the next-generation communications. With the recent advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the new term of Intelligent Blockchain has become important by offering intelligence on blockchain performance optimization.

Especially, Intelligent Blockchain has a big potential to benefit consumer electronics. For example, smartphones - as the most widely used consumer electronic - have reached a number of shipment of 302.8 million units in the third quarter of 2023 based on the data from the International Data Corporation. However, such consumer devices could suffer various security and privacy issues, e.g., malware and data theft. Intelligent Blockchain could become a promising solution to enhance the device performance by leveraging the merits of both AI and Blockchain. However, it is important to note that Intelligent Blockchain is being developed at an early stage, and more effort should be given to explore its impact on practical consumer electronics.

TOPICS OF INTEREST

This special issue intends to gather cutting-edge results on Intelligent Blockchain on Future Consumer Electronics. The topics covered include but are not limited to:

- AI solutions for intelligent blockchain on consumer electronics
- AI-empowered optimization of transaction processing in intelligent blockchain
- Anomaly detection for intelligent blockchain on consumer electronics
- Applications for intelligent blockchain on consumer electronics
- Cross-chain or Sharding Technologies for Scalable Blockchain consumer electronics
- Novel architectures of Intelligent Blockchain consumer electronics
- Privacy for intelligent blockchain on consumer electronics
- Quality of service (QoS) improvement for intelligent blockchain on consumer electronics
- Quantum-resistant blockchain/ledgers
- Scalability improvement for intelligent blockchain on consumer electronics
- Security for intelligent blockchain on consumer electronics
- Smart contracts with AI for intelligent blockchain on consumer electronics
- Trusted, intelligent blockchain on consumer electronics
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